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PREFACE



The T.I. 99/4 Home Computer first



and lots of software. T.I. never caught



came out in the summer or 1978. It



Computer" and so it was named. The



up with the demand and these peri pherals were always in short supply. Instead of consolidating their position by supplying the T.I. 99/4A fans with the peripherals they wanted to buy, T.I. kept producing computers and cutting prices in a price war with Com



characteristics of the machine reflected



modore. In time these losses came



this application. It had small "chicklet" keys and the RAM memory available



home to roost and the giant Texas In struments Corp. was in trouble because



to the user was small. The intent was



of it.



to program the powerful 16-bit 9900 CPU with cartridges containing pro grams in Read-Only-Memory. T.I. and their selected software partners would supply the cartridges. Small software houses such as were supplying the Ap ple II with mountains of software, would be kept out.



Their answer was to dump the T.I. 99/4A and get out of the "Home Com puter" business. The sell-off of the in ventory at prices as low as $59 was the big Christmas sale of 1983. The T.I. 99/4A became the biggest selling com puter in history-while they lasted. All this time, a loyal group of TI-99s had developed and was bound not to give up the computers that had become their hobby. T.I. had never been



represented Texas Instrument's entry into the personal computer market. Their marketing strategy dictated that this was to be a "Home Computer", rather than a "Hobbyist", or "Business



The first versions of the TI 99/4 came with a color CRT Monitor and



sold for $1,100. They did not prove to be a very good seller. People liked the color and the graphics, but there was little software and the price too high to attract home users. The keyboard and complete lack of expansion units or disks kept away the serious computerists.



Meanwhile Apple and Atari were selling briskly in competition. T.I. withdrew the T.I. 99/4 and came out with the enhanced. T.I. 99/4A which



had a regular keyboard and expansion capabilities. Prices were greatly reduc ed and an advertising campaign was started.



Soon the T.I. 99/4A was selling in stores all over the country. Each time they reduced the price, thousands of new users became T.I. fans. They started to demand Expansion Units, Disk Drives, Modems, Printers and lots



liberal with details of how the com



puters worked and the hobbyists need ed all the information they could get, now that they were on their own. Computer Shopper in support of these dedicated T.I.'ers has published a series called, The Innermost Secrets of The T.I. 99/4A, by Randy Holcomb. Ran dy is one of the Sysops of the T.I. SIG on CompuServe (GO PCS-27). He is also one of the most knowledgeable ex perts on this system outside Texas Instruments.



We have had so many requests for



missing sections of the series and reprints of the entire article that we have now reprinted the series in booklet form. We hope you enjoy it. Stan Veit



Editor-in Chief



Computer Shopper



INTRODUCTION



Have you ever wondered what really goes on inside your 99/4A? Have you ever wanted to add your own peripherals to do things that no one else have ever dreamed of? Well,



here we will be looking at the 99/4A



The floating-point routines for Basic are also contained in the Con



sole ROM, as well as providing the special transcendental functions (SIN, COS, etc.). These routines can be accessed in assembly-language programs.



although similar in nature to the Editor/Assembler loader, is used ex clusively in the Extended BASIC en vironment and only recognizes this



section of memory for assemblylanguage programs that are linked to the Extended BASIC program. The section of memory from



Finally, code is provided to han dle interrupts (either peripheralgenerated or by use of the XOP in struction in a program) for use by the various peripherals. VDP RAM and the sound chip make use of system interrupts for various purposes (as will be seen later). The low half of the Expansion memory card is 8 kilobytes in length;



standardized and in most cases inter



MEMORY MAP



and in most cases contains the "LOADER" used in the Editor/ Assembler and Extended BASIC car



Let's start with Memory Map: We will briefly cover each major block separately, beginning with the



changeable; you can not only LOAD and SAVE programs from cassettes and disks, but you can also do so



tridges. When a assembly-language program is to be run, the Editor/



Console ROM. The Console ROM contains the



LOADER (which is stored in the GROM) into this memory segment



IN DEPTH -- hardware, software,



interfacing techniques, you name it. First off, to really get an apprecia tion of what we are going to talk about, you should have either the Mini-Memory module or the Editor/ Assembler manual for the 99/4A, as these contain valuable information



as we tour along inside the various areas.



Assembler



card



downloads



the



start-up code that initializes the



and



99/4A environment. It includes the



whereupon it prompts you for the file name(s) of the program you wish to execute. The LOADER opens the files, and while loading the program into memory, checks its symbol table for duplicate label definitions and unresolved references (labels that were declared in the source using



GPL (Graphics Programming Language) interpreter, which is where most of the time is spent by BASIC and most of TFs applications ROMs.



GPL



uses



the



GROMS



(Graphics Read Only Memory) to fetch instructions and execute. The



GROM is a proprietary device that in simple terms is a self-incrementing ROM; i.e. once you load a base ad dress into the GROM upon subse quent accesses to the GROM it will fetch the byte at the next address in side the GROM automatically. By having this arrangement it allows for reasonably fast access time of se quentially organized data (such as downloading of character set, which we'll get into later) in a very small package at a very low cost. In addition to the GPL inter



preter, the Console ROM contains the necessary routines to interface the 99/4A environment to device



support routines (DSRs) to the out side world. Upon Power-up, the



consolecycles thru all the peripherals attached on the system and performs initializations code that is contained



in each peripheral. Thru this design, no "System"-like operations are necessary.



(How a DSR works will be covered later.)



turns control



over to



it;



REF or DEF statements) and when complete, asks for another file to load. If there are no more files, the



LOADER ask you for the program name to execute (which must have been declared in a DEF statement). It then turns control over to your program at that point. The Extended BASIC loader,



Addr



>0000 >1FFF



>2000 >3FFF >4000 >5FFF



>6000 >7FFF >8000 >9FFF >A000 >FFFF



T4000 to T5FFF is the area used for



the Device Support Routines (DSR's) that are in each peripheral. The DSR contains the machine instructions



that interface the peripheral to the TI computing environment. By means of a Peripheral Access Block (PAB) all the input-output calls are



from the RS232 port, for example. The PAB's for any file that is in use is maintained in the Video Display processor RAM along with any buf fer area associated with the file.



When the DSR is called on for per forming an operation, it ispassed the address in VDP RAM of the PAB.



Each DSR is responsible for per forming any buffering that may be necessary for the device before per forming any physical IO operation, and unlike most other micros, the DSR uses the concept of record IO in its program interface versus a "byte at a time" IO scheme. DSR's are activated by calls to a routine in the console ROM called



DSRLNK which scans the system for the proper DSR by cycling thru a series of CRU addresses. Each par ticular CRU address triggers the peripheral and the DSRLNK routine



Contents



- ROM in console. Contains GPL interpreter, DSR interface code, floating point routines, and - system initialization - Low half of Expansion - Memory card. (8 kbytes) - Device Support Routine interface code. (Bank selected based on - peripheral requested. - Application code in front cartridge port. Not normally user accessible. (Used by Extended Basic - for various routines.) - Memory-mapped devices (VDP RAM, GROM, Speech, Sound Synthesizer.) - And Scratpad RAM. - High half of Expansion - Memory card (24 kbytes) memory map



interrogates the accessed peripheral



Now that you have a basic idea on



on addresses to check; in which case



how things are laid out internally, we can proceed in getting a little more deeper into the inner workings



an error code is returned. Check to



see if it is the proper peripheral; if



Here is an example of setting the VDP address using the pre-defined symbol VDPWA.



it isn't, it continues until it finds the



of the 99/4A. The first item we will



REF VDPWA -



peripheral or runs out of CRU. (There is ONE exception to calling DSRLNK for peripherals —cassetteI/O uses GPLLNK to perform the



examine in depth is the heart of the



LI RI,>4100



I/O for cassette; but still uses a PAB



like every other peripheral.) Applications code stored in ROM cartridges is accessed in the areas between t6000 and T7FFF. Extend



ed BASIC, the Mini-Memory car tridge, the Terminal Emulator II cartridge, and games like Parsec all



99/4A -



The TMS9918A Video



Display processor. We will examine the programming of the VDP and how it interfaces with the rest of the 99/4A. THE TMS 9918A VIDEO PROCESSOR Here is the "heart" of the 99/4A -



the TMS9918A Video Display pro cessor (VDP) which is not only used



have ROM at this location. In the



in the 99/4A but in the ColecoVision



system (including the ADAM) and in



machine code.



99/4A the VDP Write Address loca



memory-mapped devices. In addi tion to these devices, 256 bytes of RAM (normally starting at T8300) is



the new MSX Standard machines.



Of course, we will primarily concen trate on the 99/4A implementation, but this knowledge can be applied to the other machines as well.



The TMS9918A is a 40-pin DIP package that provides a microprocessor with a video inter face with a versatile display inter face. The 9918A interfaces with the



system in a memory mapped format using 4 memory locations. In the tion is at >8C02; the VDP Read Data location is at >8800; the VDP Write Data location is



is at >8802. What these locations do



is explained below: VDP Write Address(>8C00). This



TFFFC thru TFFFF, which contain



the jump vectors for XOP 1. Aslong as you do not make use of XOP 1,



this area is free for your use.



SWPB - ;SETS LSB MOVB Rl,@VDPWA -



;WRITE



LSB



SWPB - ;KILLS TIME AND ;SETS UP MSB MOVB Rl,©VDPWA - ;WRITES



Once this address has been set-up, it automatically increments the ad dress on successive reads and writes;



which makes programming a lot easier as the VDP automatically in crements the address; the program mer doesn't have to worry about in crementing it. Of course, if you have to change to a completely different location, then you must reprogram the address; but this is one of the nice



features of this chip. This address is also used to program the control registers; more on those later. VDP Read Data (>8800). This location reads data pointed to by the VDP Address register. After the data is read; the VDP address register in crements. The label for this address



is VDPRO. Example: REF VDPRO - ;defines VDPRO



at



used for GPL and Basic for its stack



AH of this memory is available for your use with the exception of



;VDP



>8C00, and the VDP Status location



and scratchpad purposes. The scrat chpad is also used to pass parameters to many of the support routines in-, side the system ROM (such as the floating point accumulator for the floating point routines.) This area is well-defined and can cause you trou ble if certain scratchpad contents are violated; so read your manuals carefully. The rest of the memory (TA000 thru TFFFF) is the high section of the Expansion memory card, and is used by Extended BASIC for pro gram and data storage, as well as by many TI packages such as the Editor/Assembler, the UCSD psystem, TI-Writer and Multiplan.



;addr>0100 in



ram + 01



MSB.



case of Extended BASIC, judicious logic designes allowed TI to have more than 8 kbytes of code in this ad dress space for such things as sprite and speech support. By having this location available it allows good siz ed machine code programs to ex ecute without having to purchase Expansion memory; in fact, the Mini-Memory has 4 kbytes of CMOS RAM using a lithium battery for backup to store and execute small programs in either BASIC or From T8000 TO T9FFF live all the



:VDP Write Addr



-



location is used to determine the ad



dress of the memory location of VDP RAM you wish to access. (Note that in the VDP-based system, the RAM is not directly addressed by the host processor; all VDP memory accesses is done thru the VDP). To set the ad dress, you write the least significant address byte of the location you wish to read or write into the VDP Write



MOVB@VDPRO,Rl - jplaces data in ;MSB of Rgstr 1



VDP Write data (>8C00). Works opposite of VDP Read data. Writes Data pointed to by VDP Address register, which had its highest 2 bits of the address set to 01. Also auto-



increments the VDP address register. The Label



for



this



location is



VDPWD. Example: REF VDPWD -



jdefines VDPWD



Address register. This operation takes a few microseconds for the



VDP to complete, so a delay should be inserted between writing the least significant byte and the most signifi cant byte; inserting a NOP works fine. Now that the LSB has been



written, you are ready to write the most significant byte; but before you do you MUST set the high-order bits of the address to a 01 IF you are planning to write data into the VDP.



MOVB Rl,©VDPWA - ;writes MSB of ;R1 into VDP.



VDP Status Register (>8802). This location gives the VDP status as follows: :0:1:2:3:4:5:6:7:



:int:5sf:col: fifth sprite nbr:



int - VDP interrupt flag; set when VDP fires an interrupt to the system. Cleared by resetting VDP and by reading the status register. 5sf - Five Sprites Flag. Set when 5 or more sprites (defined later) on the same screen line. Cleared by resetting VDP and by reading the



sss - Sprite size selection. When set, any sprite used is defined to be 16x16 pixels high. When reset, sprites are 8x8 pixels. sms - Sprite magnification selec tion. When set, sprites are magnified. When reset, sprites are normal size.



VDP Register 2 - Screen Image



status register.



col - Sprite collision Flag (or coincidence flag). Set when 2 or more sprites overlap (either on or offdisplay). Cleared by resetting VDP or reading status register. fifth sprite nbr - binary value of the fifth sprite on the display line when the collision flag is set. Cleared by resetting VDP or reading status



Table sets the address of the screen



register.



tor Table Address. Address defined



Programming the VDP. The 9918 has 8 write-only registers used to set up the display environment. These registers are defined below:



as register contents times >800. VDP Register 5 - Sprite Attribute List Address (not used in text mode). Defined as register contents times



Register 0 - Mode register 1 :0:1:2:3:4:5:6:7:



(reserved - must be 0)



m3:xvi:



image table; address is defined as the value of this register times >400. VDP Register 3 - Color Table Ad



84218421



background color in all modes.



nibble



defines



the



The VDP modes. Now that the



registers and their locations have been defined, we can now start to



Register 1 - Mode Register 2



take a look at the modes that the 9918A can run in. The 9918A runs



:0:1:2:3:4:5:6:7:



in 4 modes: Graphics 1, Graphics 2, Text, and Multicolor.



0



:sss:sms:



In the graphics 1 mode (which is the standard mode that TI BASIC



4/16k DRAM Selection.



and TI Extended BASIC run in) the



When set to 1, the VDP will access



screen is divided into 768 blocks, 32



a full 16K of VDP RAM. When



blocks long and 24 blockshigh. Each



416 -



reset, will access only 4K of VDP



block can contain a value from 0 to



RAM.



255. This section of memory is call



ben



-



Blank Enable/Disable.



When set, allows for display on the Screen. When reset, the VDP only displays the border color. int - Interrupt Enable. When set, causes the VDP to interrupt the pro cessor every 60th of a second; and is required to use automatic sprite mo tion. When reset, no interrupts are



generated by the 9918. ml - Mode 1 Bit. When set, the VDP is in text mode.



m2 - Mode 2 bit. When set, the VDP is in multicolor mode.



is >3C, >7E, >FF, >FF, >FF, >FF,



times >800.



low-order



m2:



argument's sake, the 1st entry in the color table is >17 and the first eight bytes in the pattern descriptor table



x = pixel is on pixel is off



VDP Register 4 - Pattern Descrip



xvi - external video input. When set, allows additional video input in to the 9918 via external video input pin.



ml:



Now we use this to index ourselves into each of the other tables. Now for



VDP Register 6 - Sprite Descrip tor Table Address (not used in text mode). Defined as register contents



times >40.



mode.



:416:ben:int:



(4) The contents of the 1st character of the screen image table is >00.



>80.



table (not used in text mode.) Ad dress defined as register contents



places VDP in graphics 2 (bit-map)



Mode bit 3. When set,



(3) The VDP Color table starts at >0300.



>7E, and >3C. (For those.) (5) Since the 1st byte of the screen image table is pointing to the 1st character pattern stored in the pat tern descriptor table, the VDP gets the pattern definition from 8 con secutive bytes with each byte deter mining whether the pixel is on or off. In our example, at screen position 1, the bytes stored in the pattern descriptor table assemble to form the image as shown:



dress. Sets the address of the color



VDP Register 7 - Screen color. High-order nibble defines the foreground color in text mode; the



m3 -



(2) The VDP Pattern Descriptor table starts at >0800.



ed the screen image table; it is responsible to point to another loca tion in memory which contains the actual character pattern that is to be displayed on the screen. In addition to pointing to the pat tern definition, the screen image



xxxx



>3C



xxxxxx



>7E



xxxxxxxx



>FF



xxxxxxxx



>FF



xxxxxxxx



>FF



xxxxxxxx



>FF



xxxxxx



>7E >3C



xxxx



So now we have a ball-shaped ob ject being displayed at position 1 of our video display. But we aren't



quite thru yet. The 1st byte is also indexing into the color table which provides us the colors for this ele ment. (Each entry in the color table determines the color of eight suc cessive characters in the pattern descriptor table; so that means that characters >0 thru >7 all have the



same color, characters >8 thru >F are defined by the next entry in the color table; and so on.) Since it has a >17 in the 1st position, the element has a black background (those pix els that are "on") on a cyan (pixels that are "off") background. The col



table points to another table which or table is described below. defines the color that the display will take on, on the screen at that loca The end result is a black ball on tion. An example follows to help a cyan background in the first clarify this process: character position on the screen. For (1) The VDP Screen image table is TI BASIC users: you will have seen defined at >0000. similar things like this in the routines



The next mode we discussed was TMS9918A COLOR



COLOR



LUMINANCE



HEX



IDCI



CHROMINANCE IAC VALUEI



COLOR



0



Y



E



TRANSPARENT BLACK MEDIUM GREEN LIGHT GREEN DARK BLUE LIGHT BLUE DARK RED CYAN MEDIUM RED LIGHT RED DARK YELLOW LIGHT YELLOW DARK GREEN MAGENTA GRAY



F



WHITE



1.00



.



BLACK LEVEL COLOR BURST



0.00



.



1



3 4



S 6 7 8 9 A B



C D



-



"



R-Y



B-Y
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Graphics II, or bit-map mode. This mode expands the graphics capabilities significantly by splitting the screen up into 3 equal regions with each region having its own col or pattern table and pattern descrip tor table. In addition, the pattern color table is expanded to map onefor-one with the pattern descriptor table in each region; so now each pixel row in the pattern has its own "on-color" and "off-color" (see Figure 7). The easiest way to use this mode is to sequentially initialize the values in each screen image table
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The next mode we will cover is the



DIFFERENCE



VALUE



2



the Text mode, with figures 5 and 6 showing the structure of this mode.
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Figure 0 - Color Table



from >00 to >FF and then alter the



pixel patterns in the pattern descrip tor table. In Figure 8, note how the mapping is achieved for PI, P2, and



CALL COLOR and CALL CHAR.



Text mode works in the same



way, except that sprites (which we



will discuss in another section) are
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not available and the screen is divid



ed into a 960 block grid with each blockbeing 8 pixels high by 6 pixels wide; allowing for 40 blocks per line and 24 rows per screen. In addition, color information is placed in the color register of the VDP as there is



0



10W 23



T30



03



The last mode available in the 9918A is the multicolor mode. In the multicolor mode the screen is divid
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the colors available in the 9918A's



no color table in text mode.



As we mentioned previously, the



VDP depends on the programming of various control registers. However, I made a MAJOR omis sion in not describing how to pro gram the registers! To correct this glaring error, we'll take care of it right now. To program a VDP register, you must select the par ticular VDP registerto program and



ed up into a 64x48matrix, with each cell being 4 pixels high by 4 pixels wide. Each pixel cell can be any of palette. The key with multicolor mode is that instead of the pattern descriptor table containing patterns



Figure 1 - Pattern Graphics Name



it now contains colors, but instead



Table Mapping.



of using all eight bytes of the entry only two bytes are used with each .PATTERN POSITION 0



BASE ADDRESS



-PATTERN POSITION I -PATTERN POSITION 31



24 POSITIONS



writing this value into the VDP



Register (values 0 thru 7) followed by writing the actual register value. For example, to set register 4 with the value of >20, the following TMS 9900 code will perform the function: REF LI



VWTR



BLWP SWPB BLWP



@VWTR ;write reg.# R0 ;set up value



R0,>0420



@VWTR ;and set it.



Getting back to the summary, Figures 1 and 4 show how Graphics I mode is implemented, showing the layouts of the various tables.



PATTERN CULOR TABLE



Figure 2 • Graphics I Mode Mapping
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and striking three-dimensional ef fects. Figure 9 show how sprites can be used to implement simple
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To set up sprites, you must allocate a separate Sprite Pattern
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Notes:



table (which is iust like the



standard pattern descriptor table) and a sprite attribute entry. The Sprite Attribute table entry format is shown in Figure 10. There is a maximum of 32 sprites that can be displayed on the screen, in order from sprite 0 (which has the highest display priority) to sprite 31 (the lowest priority). When defining the pattern of a sprite you must take in to account what you programmed into VDP Register 1 for Sprite size and magnification. The table below



VDP register 7 entry: 71 16.



Color code 7 is cyan (signified above by 'C'). Color code 1 is black (signified above by a space). Bit 0 is the most significant bit of each data byte Figure 3 - Pattern Display Mapping. ByltNo
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Figure 5 • Text Mode Name Table



Sprites. Perhaps the best-known feature of the 9918A is the im



plementation of sprites. Sprites are basically a pattern which is placed on a plane (the plane is transparent) that allows for easy movement of fixed-size patterns (from 8x8 pixels to 32x32 pixels) across a screen. When a number of planes are layered one on top of another, some exciting displays can be generated. In addi tion, logic inside the 9918A can detect when two or more sprites
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Figure 6 - Mapping of VRAM Into The Pattern Plane In Text Mode.
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"collide", i.e. when a pattern
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overlaps another pattern on a dif ferent plane. In addition, each sprite has "priority" in which when sprite 1 collides with sprite 2 the portion of sprite 1 that collides with sprite 2
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covers that portion of the intersec tion, which can create some useful
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Figure 4 - Graphics I Mode Color



nibble describing the color desired. The color selection is dependent on the position of the screen position where the name is mapped. It uses this to index into the descriptor table to get the color sequence to use. A good example of the layout of the multicolor mode is given in the Editor/Assembler Manual on page
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Figure 7 - Pattern Display Mapping



sprites position on the screen with the upper left hand corner being
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defined as 0,0. The upper-left hand corner of the sprite being defines its 0,0 position for calculation purposes in determining whether two or more sprites collide. When the value of the vertical position is between >E1 and >00 in hex the sprite comes in from



the top of the screen. To get a sprite to come into the screen from the



n-\ PATTIRN PLANE



right a value of >FF is placed in the horizontal position location in the sprite attribute table. To get a sprite to come in from the left portion of



the screen, the horizontal register must be set to >00 AND the early clock bit must be set to a 1. The ear



ly clock bit causes the sprite to move to the left 32 pixelsso that a pixel can come in from the left of the screen



Figure 8 - Graphics II Mode Mapping



properly; remember that all pixel measurements start from the left. If
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you programmed a >00 in the horizontal position the sprite would appear because it would be hinged with column 0 on the display. If a value of >D0 is placed in the vertical position of any Sprite Attribute, Sprite processing stops with that en try; any sprites defined subsequent to this one will be ignored. The Sprite Color code and the Sprite name are in common with the other



modes, with the exception that the sprite name points to the sprite pat tern table, and that a sprite pattern can be up to 32 bytes long when the
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size bit is set. i



Figure 9 - VDP Display Planes (First 32 Planes).



When 2 or more sprites collide, the coincidence flag in the VDP Status register is set. If 5 or more sprites are on the same horizontal



line whether they are coinciding or not, the fifth sprite flag is set and the number of the sprite that violated this is placed in the status register. The result on the display is the loca tion of the fifth and subsequent
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Figure 10 - Sprite Attribute Table Entry.



Automatic motion of sprites. The 9918A does NOT support automatic motion of sprites, but Extended BASIC, assembly and the UCSD Pascal SPRITE unit implement automatic movement of sprites thru the use of a console interrupt routine and a dedicated location of memory called the Sprite Motion table at location >0780 in VDP RAM. This



isdescribed quite nicely on page340 Editor/Assembler package comes source code for the debugger and in



and 341 of the Editor /Assembler reference manual.



most cases, the game Tombstone Ci



ty. Assemble both of these programs Architecture of TMS9900



In this section we will discuss



assembly language programming of the TMS9900. We will givea cursory



and get listings. Then take the E/A



manual and look at how these pro grams flow. Both programs are com mented quite nicely, and with a lit



overview of the architecture of the tle bit of time on your part you can 9900 and give you helpful hints on see what it is the program is doing. how to maximize programming ef 4. Work at it. Assembly language is ficiency, along with a few tricks not the kind of thing that comes easy here and there. After careful for most people. It takes an awful thought, this will not be so much a amount of work to do some things tutorial but serve as a springboard to that were a breezeto do in any other point you in the right direction for language. But for the aggravation in volved the results can be very rewar you to learn assembly language. Recently, Steve Davis Publishing ding. Good assembly code not only released a new book for the begin is smaller than code generated by



down by inserting 3 WAIT states to the 9900. Way back when, memory was slow, and for slow memory to be used with a computer the inter face circuitry had to have a way of telling the computer to wait a specific period of time for the memory to present the data for the CPU. In the /4A case, wait states are used to place the data on the TI's



16-bit data bus by latching the most significant byte of the 16-bit word



inside the console. The multiplexing circuit generates another 3 wait



states to latch the least significant byte. After fetching the least signifi cant byte, the word latched and fed to the processor. So, you are saying to yourself, "So that's why BASIC is so slow!!" Not



ning Language Programmer called



compilers but also tends to be much



Assembly Language Programming For the TI Home Computer, writ ten by Ralph Moelsworth, which is



minicomputers such as the 990/10,



as it turns out most of BASIC is writ



TI Pascal has a program that takes



ten in TI's proprietary GPL



available at better stores or direct



faster as well. On the larger TI the output of the Pascal compiler and performs what is called a reverse



from Steve Davis Publishing. For those of you who assembly assembly: it shows you the object language programming is new, some code the compiler generated to the helpful words of advice:



particular source line. With this in



1. Start out small. Take a small



ther refinethe speed of the program by eliminating or rewriting portions



BASIC program you wrote (or por tion of a program) and try coding it in assembler to get the feel of things. Remember, you are literally telling the computer what function it is to perform. Unlike BASIC, assembly language creates object code that the computer can directly act upon, rather than being intrepreted the way BASICis. If you need to modify the assembly language program you have to change the "source" code (code which can be read by a per son) than you must use a program called an assembler which translates



the source into "object" code (which the computer can understand.) 2. Take a college course in assembly language programming. Taking a



formation the programmer can fur of code that may be redundant or unnecessary.



Although machine language is fast, the 99/4Atakes some finagling and some knowledge of how this particular 9900-based system is con figured to get the speed up there. First, the memory map. As you remember from the first section, the



base 99/4Aconsolehas 8K of System ROM and a 256-byte scratchpad memory internally. This memory is



on the 16-bit wide data bus. Why is this significant? Because the rest of the 99/4A's memory is either memory-mapped (VDP, sound, speech, and GROM) or is on the



quite. Remember the GROM? Well,



(Graphics Programming Language). As it turns out reading from a GROM is even slower than from a



peripheral IF you are not accessing GROM sequentially (which was the way it was designed ~ the memory speed of a GROM from address presentation to availability of data is 2 microseconds). Now comes the kicker-GPL is an interpretive language, just like BASIC. So instead of dealing with one interpreter (BASIC, normally written in machine code) you have BASIC, an interpreter being interpreted by GPL, itself another interpreter! Well, things aren't quite that bad, some of the more time ~ critical



routines are stashed in ROM (such as floating point routines) and there are a slew of support routines that are at your disposal when you write in assembly language. Most of these routines are described in detail in the Editor/Assembler reference manual.



course gives you the necessary in



8-bit bus (where you expand your system off of). Machine language



struction in fundamentals of com



code executes the fastest inside the



Once you have become proficient writing assembly-language code, you may want to speed things up a bit.



puter architecture, plus the fact that most courses take you thru assembly language programming at a rea sonable pace. Although the as sembler course you take probably won't be dealing with the architec ture of the 9900, getting the concepts will allow you to migrate to the 9900 with little problem. 3. Study a listing. With the



ROM and in scratchpad RAM (if you put code there) because the bus



line:



multiplexing logic used by the peripherals is defeated, allowing such codeto run full tilt at the system rate of 3 MHz. However, when ex



ternal devices are accessed (such as disk, a ROM Cartridge or GROM) the Busmultiplexinglogiccomesin to play. This logic slows the machine



Here are some suggestions on that



1. Keep the registers full of oftenused data. This is where the TI ex



cels. Because register operations create more compact code (moving a register to a register is just one



word; moving a symbolic item to another symbolic item takes 3 words) keeping the registers full of the data



you are using the most (like counters, pointers and such) will cut code size down and also increase execution



speed as the additional fetches need ed to acquire addresses are not need ed. Remember to be careful with



register 0 (can't be used for index ing), register 11 (the return address from the BL is kept here), register 12 (the base address'for CRU instruc tions) and registers 13,14 and 15 (the previous workspace, program coun ter and status registers respectively; stored by BLWP, interrupt ad XOP instructions).



2. Keep workspace registers in the scratchpad RAM in the console. Be careful however of not overwriting areas that are used by some of the system routines; especially at >83CO,



which



is



the



GPL



workspace registers and other areas which may be used by TI BASIC. Pages 404 thru 406 of the Editor /Assembler manual describe the ad dresses and locations of the scrat



chpad memory locations in detail. 3. Make use of subroutines. If you have code that is constantly used in



a good number of sections of your code, make it a subroutine callable



by a BL or BLWP instruction. If you are really creative you might even want to implement a "new" instruc tion of your own using the XOP command. Back when the 990/10



minicomputer was floating about the XOP was (and still is) used to issue what is termed a



SUPER



VISOR CALL - requesting that a system service be performed. In the /4A environment most (but not all) consoles allow you to do the same thing by inserting the workspace pointer address at >FFD8 and the program counter at >FFF8 for XOP 1, and >83A0 and >8300 for XOP 2,



respectively. (XOP 1 was used by Texas



Instruments for



software



development, and is used by the debugger software for inserting soft breakpoints.) In some instances, the XOP was used to turn control over to a



specialized piece of hardware that took control of the bus, performed its function and returned control back



to the computer. This gives you a rough idea of the world of assembly language of the TI. I omitted giving out code ex



amples for the reason that there are sufficient number of texts out that



give better examples than I probably could have given. What I hope to have done is to give you the impetus to start really digging in and make you WANT to learn assembly language. UCSD P-SYSTEM FOR 99/4A



In the next section we will go and cover the UCSD p-system for the TI and explain what the p-system is all about



and



the



TI



99/4A



implementation. For those of you who are in terested in the P-System, you will want to acquire the book Beginner's Guide



For



The



UCSD



Pascal



System, by Kenneth L. Bowles (Byte Books). This book gives you a very good introduction to the concepts and



facilities



available



in



the



P-System. The P-System is based on a



hypothetical processor (called a pmachine, or pseudo-machine) that executes a well-defined set of instruc



tions defined by the creators of the p-machine. In reality, the UCSD Psystem uses what is called a pinterpreter which implements the pmachine environment on a variety of processor families: the PDP-11, the 808x family, the 68xx/68xxx family, the Z80, the 65xx family, the TMS9900/99000 family, and other machines such



as



the



General



Automation GA16, the AM-100, and the NCR ALP-2. In addition, there are processors which implement the p-machine and execute the code



directly; the Western Digital Microengine is an example. The p-system was designed for ease of portability of applications; taking code from one machine to another without having to make ma jor modifications. As a matter of fact; the portability of the p-system .extends not only to source code but to object code as well. Pascal pro grams written on the TI 99/4A can be moved over to other p-system machines and will execute on those



machines; provided that no machine-dependent features of the original machine were used. Although Pascal is the standard language, other languages are available for use in the p-system



8



(most noticeably FORTRAN 77 and BASIC). The p-system provides for an easy-to-use environment suited for development of software in a single-userenvironment; one of the most striking examples of this is the tie-in of the compiler to the editor. Let's say you are compiling a pro gram and the program has an error in it. The compiler places on the screen the line in error, the line number and either an error code or



error text (depending on the presence of the file SYSTEM.SYNTAX) and gives you the option of allowing you to continue with the compile; abor ting the compile or calling in the Editor. If you select the Editor, the compiler quits, calls in the Editor from the system disk, reads in the source file and positions you to the line that was in error for editing. This is the kind of feature that very few of the big mainframe computers can offer; and here it exists on a micro!



Of course, there is a penalty for all that the p-system offers: Since the psystem is based on the p-machine, the p-machine object has to be inter preted much like a BASIC program, and typically execution speeds of psystems programs can be as slow by as much as a factor of 7 over native



machine code of the host processor. If you need assembly-language speed in the p-system you can use the psystem assembler and link routines to your programs. Also there is a package called the native object code for the processor that is running the p-system.



In the TI implementation of Ver sion IV.O of the UCSD P-system; the heart of the p-system is implemented as a peripheral card with a Device Support Routine (DSR) at CRU ad dress >1F00. A switch on the back



of the card enables the p-system en vironment; when the switch is



thrown and the console powered up, the DSR takes over and becomes the



p-interpreter. GROMs in the p-code peripheral contains the main portion of the operating system (SYSTEM. PASCAL, SYSTEM.STARTUP, and SYSTEM.CHARAC, the character



set used by the p-system which can be altered; more on that later). To



use the p-system you also need ex pansion memory and at least 1



(preferable 2) disk drives. The RS232 card, although not required, is highly recommended. To fully utilize the capabilities of the p-system; you will need the 4 system diskettes: The Editor/Filer diskette, the Pascal Compiler diskette, the Assembler/Linker diskette, and the Utilities diskette. If



you are just running applications programs and do not intend to pro gram; you will need the Editor/Filer and the Utilities diskettes to at least



maintain the files that you may create and to change certain system characteristics.



Each I/O device in the p-system has a device number associated with itself. There are subroutines that ex



ist which allow you to act on the I/O devices directly. The Devices in the 99/4A version of the p-system are described below: Nbr



Nane



Description



....



===========



===



n



CONSOLE:



Keyboard/Di spiay



n



SYSTERMs



Keyboard/Display (no echo)



-34



(disk nane): 1st disk drive



#5



(disk name): 2nd disk drive



116



PRINTER:



#7



REMIX:



RS232.BA=300.PA=E.EC



??8



REMOUT:



(same as REMIN:)



RS232/2.BA=9600.PA=0



#9



(disk name): 3rd disk drive



#14



OS:



P-code Peripheral



#31



TAPE:



Cassette tape



#32



TP:



Thermal Printer



PRINTER:, REMIN: and



REMOUT: can be changed to use another device by use of the MODRS232 program on the Utilities diskette. The first disk drive is known



as the root volume; if a file is on this



disk that is also on the p-code card (OS:) it will use the file on the root volume instead of the p-code version. With this you can change the character set that is loaded by plac ing your own SYSTEM.CHARAC file on the first drive. In terms of differences between



the TI implementation versus other implementations: the TI version is not as fast as other versions; mainly this is because of the slower TI pro cessor speed and that p-codes are stored in both VDP RAM and in



GROM. (Becausep-codes are stored in VDP RAM, the high-resolution graphics mode cannot be used without crashing the system. Also, certain large programs (such as Voli tion Systems Advanced Systems Editor) may not be able to run on the TI due to the p-system's memory map.



A number of UNITs (a group of pre-compiled subroutines and func tions stored in a single file or a library) have been written for the TI that allow the Pascal programmer to take advantage of many of the uni que features of the TI hardware: sprites, speech, sound, and other miscellaneous support routines for string handling, joystick and keyboard handling. A p-system user's group, called USUS, has a number of programs available and recently transferred their library to include the TI 99/4A disks. Their membership dues are $25.00 a year. To get a membership form, their address is the UCSD Psystem User's Society, P.O. Box 1148, La Jolla, CA 92308.



If you want to learn Pascal and have a TI, or if you are into develop ing software and want to hit as many machines as you can, no one system covers this as well as the p-system. Although it may be difficult to find the software these days, it is a well designed and reasonably priced sys tem for the quality of the software



ment



of the 99/4A



with



the



peripherals. All file devices (disk, RS232, PIO, etc.) use the PAB to pass information back and forth to



the program and provide informa tion to the DSR so the DSR can carry out the desired function. When you use the BASICOPEN (#filenumber) you are creating a PAB for the file you have opened which describes



what the organization of the file is, the access mode of the file, and the file size. FILE ORGANIZATION



To understand file processing con cepts we have to define the common



denominator of file processing, and that entity is known as a RECORD. A record contains one or more pieces of data that are organized into one unit that is accessed all at the same



time. For example, a payroll record would contain an employee's name, his social security number, gross wages, deductions, and net wages. In BASIC we would READ or WRITE that record with a state ment that looks like:



100



READ #1:EMPNAMES$, SOC-SEC-NBR,GROSSWAGES,WAGES, DEDUCTIONS, NETWAGES



The READ #1 indicates that file §1 (which hopefully was preceded by



you get.



an OPEN statement, otherwise we'll



In this section we will explore the workings of a Device Support Routine and how to create your own DSR for a peripheral. In order to do this properly it will be a 2-part sec



get a nasty error message) is to store in the fields EMPNAMES$, SOC-



tion; it will also be the last in the In



SEC-NBR,GROSS-WAGES,DEDUCTIONS and NETWAGES the record that is stored on the file. In the TI 99/4A environ



nermost Secrets of the 99/4A Series. ment there are 2 major file organiza But to make it worth everyone's tion structures and 2 storage at while, we will be using the TI RS232 tributes. The details of the structures DSR as an example as how a DSR is and organizations can be found in constructed; to complement this a your User's Reference Manual. The COMPLETE disassembly listing can above BASIC example shows how a be found in the appendix. group of fields is collected together to form a LOGICAL Record, which is the normal method that an ap DSR FUNDAMENTALS plication program (and the pro Whenever a file is to be processed grammer) sees the file. Taking this in the 99/4A environment a special one step further we introduce the block of memory is created in VDP concept of a PHYSICAL record memory known as the Peripheral which consists of one or more Access Block (or PAB). The PAB is LOGICAL records which are handl ed by special routines inside the the key to linking the I/O environ



DSR. These sit in between the pro



getting the necessary flag bits to in



gram and the device. The memory area that is used for holding logical



dicate whether or not an error con



dition occurred during the I/O.



buffers correlate to physical records



Following is the PAB Format, with descriptions of the field and



in the case where more than one



allowable contents:



records is known as a BUFFER. The



the record area as the buffer. The



physical device is what is called an unblocked device, i.e., having no buffers.



Getting back to our disk example, the disk physical record size is 256 bytes. If your logical record size in your BASIC program is 64 bytes, the disk buffer will hold 4 records when



This opcode deletes the file from the device. Normally this command is used in the disk DSR as disk is the



only device where a delete makes



logical record resides in a physical record. The buffer is most commonly used for disk applications, since the other I/O peripherals operate with



The remainder of the opcodes pro vide some useful functions: 7-Delete File



Start Of The PAB:



sense.



Byte 0: I/O Opcode This defines the operation to take place on the file. The values are: 0-Open File



8-Scratch Record



This command is "supposed" to remove a record from a relative



record file, where bytes 6 and 7 point



This command must be issued



to the record number to remove. I



prior to performing any I/O opera tion (except LOAD and SAVE, which is described later).



say "supposed" to because the com mand was never implemented! 9-STATUS



This command can be used at any



1-Close File



This command closes the file



presently opened and allows the PAB area to be used for other purposes. If a file was open in either OUTPUT



time. Normally used when a file is open, it returnssome useful informa tion in byte 8 of the PAB described



the particular record is read. When you rewrite the record, the updated record image is placed in the BUF



or APPEND mode, an end-of-file



Bit 0: EOF. If set, the file is at a



FER and not rewritten back out to



marker (EOF) is written to the



disk until a new physical record is ac cessed. At that point the updated



device before the file is released. 2-Read Record This command reads a record



logical end of file. Bit 1: Physical EOF. If set, the file



buffer is flushed out and rewritten



to disk. Also note that if you read an entire file, you will only be perfor ming (in the case of relative and fixed-length files) N*(s/256) I/O operations, where N is the number



below:



is FULL as there is no more room to



write any more records (disk only).



from the specified device and stores the record in the buffer (pointed to in bytes 23).



The following bits have meaning



3-Write File This command writes the record



Bit 2: Record Type. If set, the file being interrogated has the variable



ONLY if the file has NOT been OPENED:



of records in the file and s is the size



pointed-to by the VDP buffer ad



attribute; if reset, the file is of FIX



of the record in bytes. Since you can have variable length records in a se quential file, the above formula



dress to the device. 4-Restore/Rewind



ED organization.



doesn't hold. When more than one



files only, repositions the file to the beginning (if a sequential file) or to a specified record (relative file) with the next I/O operation uses that



Bit 3s File Type: If set, the file is



This command, usable for disk



a PROGRAM in a file; if reset, it is a standard data file.



Bit 4: Data Type. If set, the data



record sits inside a disk buffer, get ting the next record is just a matter of extracting the record from the buffer and passing it to the applica tion program. The disk DSR does ALL this for you invisibly, and



frame of reference. Restore should



PROGRAM file or a



only be used in INPUT or UPDATE Open modes.



shows one of the characteristics of



5-Load, and 6-Save



how a file management system operates. PAB CONSTRUCTION



stored in the file is in INTERNAL



format. If reset, the file is either a DISPLAY



These commands transfer direct



FILE (ASCII). Bit 5: Not used; not implemented on current peripherals. Bit 6: PROTECT Flag. If set, the



memory images from VDP RAM to



file protect flag is invokedto prevent



and from a device. These commands



modification to the data file; if reset,



do not require an OPEN or CLOSE; they act independent of other DSR



no file protection is enabled.



these



Bit 7: File Presence. Only valid for disk; when set, means the disk file re



Once



operations shares the same structure



quested does exist on the specified



created and the file is opened, they



with these changes: bytes 2 and 3 contain the starting address of the memory image area to be saved or loaded, and bytes 6 and 7 indicate the number of bytes to transfer. (These are the commands used in



drive; when reset, indicates the file



Asstated previously, all PABsare located in VDP RAM, along with the record



area



are to be



and



buffers.



maintained and the



memory area used is not to be releas ed until the file is CLOSED. Note that this interface is uniform for



every peripheral defined in the 99/4A environment (sans keyboard,



VDP and joystick port). Of course, the DSR will be using these fields to determine the I/O operation that has to take place, and is responsible for



commands.



The PAB



for



OLD and SAVE commands in BASIC and with the RUN PRO



GRAM FILE option of Editor/Assembler package.) Other I/O Opcodes



10



the



is not present on the disk. Not valid for unit-record peripherals as ANY device can exist.



GETTING BACK TO THE PAB



Byte 1: Flags/Status. This byte is set during an open to identify the file types, open modes, record types, and



returns an error code for completion accessed. The address of this byte is of the I/O Operation. Once again, placed in the console RAM at loca tion >8356 for DSRLNK to use in its here's the bit assignments: Bit 0: File Type: If set, indicates searching routine. Bytes 10-thru??: Peripheral a relative record file; if reset, in Name. This series of locations con dicates a sequential file. Bits 1 and 2: Open mode. Mode tains the actual device name of the described below: file to be processed. During DSR processing, the DSRLNK routine 00 looks only at the characters up thru UPDATE the first period character to deter 01 OUTPUT 10 11



INPUT APPEND



Bit 3: Data Type. If set, indicates the file is a DISPLAY type; if reset,



indicates an INTERNAL type. Bit 4: Record Type. If set, in dicates a fixed length file; if reset in dicates a variable length file. Bits 5 thru 7: Error Flags. These flags are set after an I/O operation: 000 - Device not in system. 001 - Device is write-protected. 010 - Bad open attribute. 011 - Illegal operation. 100 - Out of table or buffer space. 101 - Attempt to read beyond EOF. 110 - Device error. 111 - File error.



Bytes 2 and 3: Data Buffer Ad dress. Defines the location of the buf fer to which data is to be read into



or written from during an I/O operation.



Byte 4: Logical Record Length. Depending on the open mode, this byte sets the logical record length. If during an OPEN command no length is given, the DSR will automatically assign a default file length. Along with byte 4 comes Byte 5: Character Count. During a WRITE this byte is set to indicate the number of characters to be writ



mine if the DSR exists; if the DSR



does not exist, bit 2 of the GPL



STATUS byte (>837C) is set in dicating DSRLNK couldn't find the device requested. Why all the above info? This will be necessary to do what we want to



Header/Linkage blocks which the DSR is required to define to allow DSRLNK to perform its linking function, and the main code section



which actually performs the opera tion. The main section is responsible for determining the I/O operation to be performed, setting any special device switches, buffering the data, and perform any error handling that is needed. Two other functions that



the next section.



from the device.



DEVICE SUPPORT



ROUTINES (DSR)



In the previous section we examin ed the format of the Peripheral Ac cessBlock (PAB) structure that is us ed for the Device Support routines. In this, the final section, we will examine the workings of a live DSR (The RS232 card) and explain the structure and the requirements necessary to implement a DSR for a peripheral. Each DSR is stored in ROM at ad



dress >4000, and is activated by set ting the appropriate CRU address of the device on. In most cases, the



DSR is activated by setting the zero



The Symbol Definition Block con sists of defining EQUs that the DSR programmer can use to make pro gramming easier. Normally, the Symbol Definition Block is defined as per the TI Standard Definition: PAD FAC ROLO RILO OPCODE FLAGS BUFADR LRECL



EQU EQU EQU EQU EQU EQU EQU EQU



- >E0 PAD + >4A PAD + >E1 PAD + >E3 FAC FAC +1 FAC + 2 FAC+4



CHARCT RECNBR SCROFF OPTLEN DEVLEN PABVDP



EQU EQU EQU EQU EQU EQU



FAC + 5 FAC + 6 FAC + 8 FAC + 9 FAC +10 FAC +12



bit on at the DSR address block. In



Where PAD is the start of the



the case of the RS232 card, the DSR



CPU RAM in the console, FAC is the



address is at >1300; so having register 12 loaded with >1300 and doing a SBO 0 instruction activates the DSR ROM. Once activated, NO



start of the scratchpad area available for use by the DSR, and ROLO and RILO are Registers 0 and 1 of the WP that the DSR is given when the DSR is called. During the scan by



Used for RELATIVE files, this field



shut off a DSR, the DSR base address



contains the relative record number



must be loaded into register 12, then



to be accessed with the high-order bit ignored. Byte 8: Screen Offset. Normally used by the Cassette DSR, this byte



an SBZ 0 is issued. As a rule, this is



(ASCII) value. Byte 9: Name Length. This byte contains the Length of the file to be



memory interface requirements for the DSR with the console; the



world example. You will find in this section part of the RS232 DSR disassembled; the rest will appear in



OTHER DSR can be active until the current active DSR is shut off. To



in their value to their normal storage



Block, which serves to define the



the DSR may be required to perform is to pre-initialize the device by means of a power-up routine and for devices that run in an interrupt mode, a special interrupt routine is defined to process interrupt requests



do in our final section: to understand HOW a DSR works with a real-



ten to the device; during a READ Operation this byte is set to the number of characters actually read. Bytes 6 and 7: Record Number.



is used to offset the screen characters



handling device operations. The ma jor elements that constitute a DSR include: The Symbol Definition



of no concern to the DSR program mer as the DSRLNK routine handles



DSR linkages.



DSRLNK it looks at the header and



linkage blocks; once DSRLNK finds the proper device in the table it loads the address into register 9 and then DSRLNK issues a BL *R9 and turns control over to the DSR. At this



The format of how a DSR is struc tured is well-defined in order to allow for minimal overhead of



point you can store the current workspace pointer into any register (R4 is preferred) and via displace ment addressing any location in CPU



system calls to DSRs and allow the



RAM may be addressed by the DSR.



DSR to have enormous flexibility in



The header/linkage block defini-
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tion can be best examined by look ing at the RS232 disassembly. Start



ing at location >4000 you notice the value of >AA01. The first byte >AA is required by the DSR support; this indicates a valid DSR is present. The next byte can have any value; it is normally used to indicate a version



the system. Let's examine what hap pens in the RS232's power-up se quence. First, we go to the powerup vector and fetch the location to start, which points us to >40F4. Control is turned over to >40F4 and



we start executing code. First thing that is done is we save the previous



fired, the console must determine



who fired the interrupt. To deter mine this the console ROM will in



terrogate all peripherals and check for the presence of an interrupt vec tor; if one is found, then control is turned over to the interrupt routine for processing. In this DSR an inter



rupt occurs upon receipt of a



tion >4004 is the value >4010, which



R12 value into a temporary register. We need to do this to prevent the DSRLNK routine from trying to shut



points to a two word sequence >0000



the DSR off with a bad R12 value;



the WP in



and >40F4. This is the vectors for the



if the original R12 value is NOT



disassembler doesn't show it; this is



number. The next word is not used



by the DSR; its value is zero. At loca



character, so in this case control is turned over to >40D2. First it stores



R4



(though the



power-up routine which we will ex



restored when we leave the DSR, the



a problem due to an instruction that



amine later. The next 2 words (with the first word contains >0000 again)



system will likely fail. Once saved,



couldn't be translated at >40CA).



is the pointer to the device names/linkages. For now let's look at



2, followed by an SBZ 1. The SBO 7 turns on the DSR LED on the



the first location that it is pointing



peripheral, indicating that it is in



we then do an SBO 7, then an SBO



to, >4016. Looking at the data at



use. The SBO 2 and the SBZ 1 are



>4016 we see that it is pointing to



device name fail the device name



used by the PIO circuitry to tell the PIO to reset it. (In the CorComp RS232 DSR the PIO is implemented as a TMS 9901 PSI chip; this code does not hold true for this card.)



matching of DSRLNK. The >416E



The next 2 sets of instructions are



>4020. Following this word is >416E. The >4020 is the next device



name/linkage to process should this is the location that the system is to



used to reset the TMS 9902 Asyn



proceed to, should the device name match. Following the entry address of >416E is the length of the device name (1 byte) and the actual device



chronous



name. So, ROM >4016 thru >401F



is the pointer to the next device name, the entry point and the device name.



The



first



word



in



the



device/linkage chain will have a zero at the end of all the devices. In this



case you can see the end of the chain at >4060; try following the device/linkage entries and identify the entry addresses, the next entry chains and the lengths and the device names.



At locations >400A and >400C are



the vectors that point to the interrupt routine in the DSR; in the case of the RS232 DSR these addresses point to the start of the interrupt routine at



>40D2 (remember, the first word of the entry vectors is >0000). Like the power-up sequence, if the entry



Communication



Con



troller chips used by the RS232 card for the RS232 interface. Each chip has extensive logic and is capable of doing a whole slew of things: it has its own built-in baud rate generator and an interval timer, all packaged in a 18-pin package. Unlike most other devices that are memorymapped, the TMS 9902 uses the CRU logic for its interfacing making it easy to access and program the



The DSR light is turned on, then both Rll and R12 are backed up. The first 9902 is tested for receipt of a character (TB 16) and if true, the processor jumps to >410E where it BL to the routine at >4874. If it fails



the receive interrupt test, it checks to see if a data set change, a timer interrupt or a transmitter interrupt has occurred; if one has, then it



drops through to the power-up routine; this indicates that the DSR



ran into an interrupt condition it shouldn't have and resets the ACC



in question. The sameprocedure also applies to the second 9902 with the exception that if the device fails the tests, it sets the receive interrupt enable on the second 9902 and then



branches out of the interrupt routine via *R5 - note that this is OK as the contents of Rll were moved to R5.



Now comes the rough part and that's the main body of the code. To



device. However, the TMS 9902 is an article in itself, but we will men



try to explain what all this 2 + K of



tion particulars of the device as we examine the code. If you are really interested in the device, contact your TI Semiconductor representative



on forever. It's not that I'm skirting the issue; it's just that this is a LOT of material to digest and unfor



and ask for the data sheets on the



kind of media. However, I will pass



TMS 9902 (NOT the Consumer Pro ducts division!) Doing the AI R12,>40 sets up the base addresses for all CRU activity for the first 9902 device. The SBO 31 instruction resets



words are all zeroes, this indicates



all the internal registers of the 9902.



that the particular feature is not im plemented. Here we're lucky as we have both a power-up routine and



The next instruction AI R12,>40 sets



up for the next SBO31, which resets the second 9902. Finally, R12 is



restored, Bit 7 is turned off and we an interrupt routine to hack at. First, the power-up sequence. On exit the power-up routine via a B power-up, the console operating *R11. You must exit the DSR with system will check each and every a B *R11. The interrupt routine is somewhat device to see if the device needs to be similar in that when an interrupt is pre-initialized before being used in
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code does in this article would run



tunately, it is difficult to do in this along some information that you should find useful in exploring the innards of this code; and if you find something real novel in this code, let people know. Here are some hints to help you along.



(1) DSRLNK places the PAB in the CPU RAM memory for opera



tions before the operation and places the PAB back out in VDP RAM



when the operation completes. This appears to be the case as you may notice that many of the operands in the disassembly point to a negative



displacement off of R4 which makes



for are TB 27 (data set ready test



series was intended to give you the



chpad workspace used by the DSR. (2) There is a switch table starting at >4076 and running thru >4098



bit), TB 21 (receive buffer loaded), deepdark secrets,wehave justbarely TB 9 (receive error) and TB 22 (wait scratched the surface of the for transmitter shift register to emp capabilities of this machine. If there ty). Some SBZ instructions to look are some issues that we left out, it



which contains the two byte



for are SBZ 18 which resets the



character representation of the



receive buffer register and SBZ 16



wasn't intentional. It was either that no one asked for them or we just



switch value and an address that im



which shuts the transmitter off. SBO 16 turns on the transmitter on the 9902. Take a look at the code bet ween >47DE and >4806 for some of



it point to CPU RAM, mostnotably the PAB definitions and some scrat



mediately follows the switch literal; also from >40A6 thru >40B2 is a



table with the binary values for the baud rate which is used by the DSR to determine the value to program



into the shift register to set the baud rate of the 9902. The initialization



of the control register is done bet ween locations >482C thru >4840.



(3) Useful TB instructions to look
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APPENDIX DISASSEMBLY LISTING OF DSR ADDR DATA TEXT DECIMAL



4000 4002 4004 4006 4008 400A 400C 400E 4010 4012 4014 4016 4018 401A 401C 401E 4020 4022 4024 4026 4028 402A 402C 402E 4030 4032 4034 4036 4038 403A 403C 403E 4040 4042 4044 4046 4048 404A 404C 404E 4050 4052 4054 4056 4058 405A 405C 405E 4060 4062 4064 4066 4068 406A 406C



406E 4070 4072 4074 4076



AA01 0000 4010 0000 4016 0000 406C 0000 0000 40F4 0000 4020 416E 0552 5332 3332 402C 416E 0752 5332 3332 2F31 4038 4174 0752 5332 3332 2F32 4040 415E 0350 494F 404A 415E 0550 494F 2F31 4054 4164 0550 494F 2F32 4060 4180 0752 5332 3332 2F33 0000 417A 0752 5332 3332 2F34 0000 40D2 0000 0800 0303 4543



V. ?? §? ?? §? 7>



@i V. V. §? 7? § An ?R S2 32 e» An ?R S2 32 /l 68 At ?R S2 32 11 @e AA ?P 10 ej AA 19 10 /l



§T Ad ?P 10



/2 r A? ?R S2 32 /3 7? Az ?R S2 32 /4 7? e? ?? 7> V. EC



-22015 0 16400 0 16406 0 164 7k ?j 7? 7? 71 7? Y F? ?k



1270 1541 5885 7431 -23806 1696 18498 0 517 10 -15996 550 -150 -8785 -1026 1541 5884 22816 17931 -149



41D0 9920



?



-26336



6? ?j 71



16563 -150 5638



SZC MOVB



RO R7



7442 -15610



SBO MOV



18 R6



71 ?U 71



7687 1109 518



SBZ B LI



7 §R5 0001



R6



7? 71



1 4098



41D2 40B3 41D4 FF6A 41D6 1606



JMP



+2



4168



41D8 F920



?



-1760



41DA 4132 41DC FF7D



A2 ?)



16690 -131



-2



R12



15



CODE



LI



SOURCE



DEST



0002



R6



SETO CLR JMP LI



R3 R2 +17 0001



4190 R6



JMP LI



+8 0001



4184 R6



JMP LI



+8 0002



418A R6



JMP LI



+5 0002



418A R6



LI



0040



JMP LI



+2 0080



CLR STWP MOV



R3 R4 Rll



C JEQ B



Rl +2 64480



R2 418E R2



6FF84(R4) R6 419E



MOV



R4



R6



AI



FF78



R6



LI



0006



R5



CLR DEC JNE SBO A BL



§R6+ R5 -3 7 R2 64842



41A8 R12



? LI



OOOA



R5



MOV AI



R4 FF6A



R6 R6



HOV&



6FBFE(R15) «R6+



DEC JNE SZCB



R5 -4 6460B



41C2 6FF6B1R4)



CB



640B3



6F6A



BL



647E4



JGT JMP BL



0 -25 647E4



DEC AI



RO 0100



43C0 4390



RIO



6FF7E{R4)



R7



JMP MOV BL



-35 RIO 64850



438C Rl



BL



6463A R6



1600



JNE SETO MOV JEQ BL



-5 R9 R3 +2 648A2



43D8



MOV



6FR0(R4)



BL



645D0



SUPB BL



R6 645D0



BL



645B4



BL



6463A



CI



R6



J£ MOV



-19 6FR0(R4)



BL



64686



R3 43EC



R6



0600 43E2 R7



SETO MOV BL



RIO 64850



Rl



MOVB



6FBFE 
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